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ABSTRACT: The potential energy surface (PES) of Ti@C_{28} has been revisited, and the stationary points have been carefully characterized. In particular, the C_{2v} symmetry structure considered previously turns out to be a transition state lying 2.3 kcal/mol above the ground state of C_{3v} symmetry at the MP2/6-31G(d) level. A large binding energy of 181.3 kcal/mol is found at the ROMP2/6-31G(d) level. Topological analysis of the generalized Ti@C_{28} density reveals four bond paths between Ti and carbon atoms of the host. The character of all four contacts corresponds to a partially covalent closed shell interaction. UV—vis, IR, and Raman spectra are calculated and compared with C_{28}H_{4}. The dipole moment and the static electronic and double harmonic vibrational (hyper)polarizabilities have been obtained. Distortion of the fullerene cage due to encapsulation leads to nonzero diagonal components of the electronic first hyperpolarizability β, and to an increase in the diagonal components of the electronic polarizability α and second hyperpolarizability γ. However, introduction of the Ti atom causes a comparable or larger reduction in most cases due to localized bonding interactions. At the double harmonic level, the average vibrational β is much larger than its electronic counterpart, but the opposite is true for α and for the contribution to γ that has been calculated. There is also a very large anharmonic (nuclear relaxation) contribution to β which results from a shallow PES with four minima separated by very low barriers. Thus, the vibrational γ (and α) may, likewise, become much larger when anharmonicity is taken into account.

INTRODUCTION

The ability of fullerenes to entrap atoms was revealed soon after their discovery. Until now, many endohedrally doped fullerenes have been synthesized, and since they are a class of conjugated compounds their electric properties have been extensively studied theoretically and experimentally. Both atomic and small molecular species, such as transition metal atoms, noble gas atoms, and methane, have been trapped inside carbon cages. It has been noted that charge transfer and covalent interactions between the fullerene and the encaged species may have a large effect on the electronic structure and properties of the resulting endohedral complex. Among the various properties of interest, apart from structure and bonding, are the electronic and vibrational spectra as well as the linear and nonlinear (L&NLO) (hyper)polarizabilities. In addition to the pure electronic (hyper)polarizabilities, an important consideration for the endohedral complexes is the contribution due to nuclear motion. Whitehouse and Buckingham predicted an exceptionally large vibrational contribution to the dipole polarizability of [C_{60}M]^{n+} (where M = Li, Na, Mg) at temperatures above 20 K, assuming that the cage-ion potential surface is approximately flat. This also implies that only a small field is required to move the ion from one side of the cage to the other. On the other hand, some of us have recently shown that within the nuclear relaxation approximation, and at 0 K, the vibrational contributions to the polarizability of Li@C_{60} are rather modest. It is of interest to see whether the same is true of Ti@C_{28} and to examine the vibrational hyperpolarizabilities as well. To the best of our knowledge there have been no previous studies of the L&NLO properties of Ti@C_{28}. We also report, for the first time, the theoretical UV—vis, IR, and Raman spectra of this system and compare these with the closed shell exohedral molecule C_{28}H_{4}.

In order to elucidate the changes associated with encapsulation of the guest atom, it is helpful to compare selected properties not only with those of the above exohedral complex but also with the host molecule (C_{28}). Since all these systems have a relatively
small size, they can be studied using less approximate ab initio methods than in previous work. Although the electronic structure has been investigated, a number of aspects remain worthy of further exploration as will be evident from the following discussion.

C_{28} is one of the smallest fullerenes capable of encapsulating transition metal atoms.46 Ab initio calculations have shown that it has an \(^1\text{A}_2\) open shell ground state of \(T_d\) symmetry. This molecule can be considered as a superatom with an effective valency of 4, toward both the outside and the inside of the cage. For C_{28} Guo et al.47 found, at the Hartree–Fock (HF) level of theory and assuming C_{2v} symmetry, a set of low-lying excited electronic states: \(^3\text{A}_2, ^3\text{B}_1, \text{and} ^1\text{A}_1\). These were calculated to lie 1.6, 2.7, and 3.1 eV above the ground state. An isomer of C_{28} with \(D_2\) symmetry was also obtained, but it is of considerably higher energy.46

Although C_{28} appears to be even more abundant in the super-sonic cluster beam produced by laser vaporization than C_{60}, it is very reactive. Thus, it can form particularly stable endohedral complexes with tetravalent metal atoms such as Ti, Zr, Hf, and U with relative abundances directly proportional to the size of the encapsulated atom.46 It was suggested that this trend is associated with better spatial overlap of cage orbitals with the valence orbitals of larger atoms. Another way to chemically stabilize C_{28} is to saturate the four singly occupied, strongly electrophilic, p-like orbitals with four exohedral hydrogen atoms.46,49 This leads to the tetrahedral C_{28}H_{4} molecule with a closed shell ground state.

In electronic structure calculations of Ti@C_{28}, \(T_d\) symmetry has usually been assumed.50 However, Dunlap et al.51,52 have shown, through local density functional (LDA) calculations, that the Ti atom is not constrained to the center of the cage. In fact, the Ti atom is attracted significantly toward one of the four carbon atoms positioned in the corners of the tetrahedron (each with a singly occupied valence p-orbital in empty C_{28}). This would imply a lower symmetry structure with a 3-fold rotational symmetry. Later on Guo et al. considered a C_{2v} symmetry structure.47 One of the objectives of this work is to perform more accurate ab initio calculations to characterize the C_{2v}, and C_{3v} stationary points. Furthermore, an “atoms in molecules” (AIM) bonding analysis is carried out on the global minimum structure.

The remainder of this paper is organized in three sections. In the following section we present our Computational Methods. The Results and Discussion section is next, followed by the Conclusions.

**COMPUTATIONAL METHODS**

**Electronic Properties.** The structural and static electronic electric properties (dipole moment, polarizability, first- and second-order hyperpolarizability) of the studied systems were computed using second-order Møller–Plesset perturbation theory with a restricted Hartree–Fock zero-order wave function, i.e., either closed shell (RMP2) or open shell (ROMP2) as appropriate. For the open shell case we used McWeeny and Diercksen canonicalization parameters.53 For the selected properties of closed shell systems, we used also the Kohn–Sham formulation of density functional theory (KS-DFT) with the BLYP, B3LYP, and CAM-B3LYP exchange-correlation functionals. The choice of the ROHF reference wave function in calculations of C_{28} was mainly due to high spin contamination in the unrestricted Hartree–Fock (UHF) wave function and the large weight of the ROHF configuration in the configuration interaction (CI) wave function reported by Zhao and Pitzer.54 It should be noted, however, that the arbitrariness in construction of the canonical Fock matrix leads to nonuniqueness in the perturbation theories based on the ROHF zero-order wave function. Nevertheless, the resulting potential energy surfaces and other property surfaces are expected to be highly parallel. There is an excellent recent discussion of this subject by Glasemann and Schmidt.55 It should also be noted that for Ti@C_{28} we observed UHF instabilities of the RHF wave function. Although such instabilities and high spin contamination usually indicate a fundamental shortcoming of the single determinant wave function description, previous studies suggest that, in the case of polyboronic aromatic hydrocarbons and linear polyenes, the R(O)MP2 method will yield energies and electric properties in relatively good agreement with highly electron-correlated methods.56–58 and the same may be expected for the systems studied here. Finally, for Ti@C_{28} we performed single point CASSCF calculations to obtain several low-lying singlet and triplet states using various active spaces and a small atomic natural orbital basis set. These calculations confirmed that the ground state is \(^1\text{A}_1\), and that it is well represented by the SCF wave function (the weight of the RHF configuration in all the CASSCF wave functions was always greater than 80% and the weights of the individual remaining configurations were always smaller than 1%). Since the ground state of Ti@C_{28} is a closed shell singlet, and Ti is a 3d transition element, we believe that there is little need to account for relativistic effects in our calculations. Such an assumption is supported by recent studies of TiC in which the effect of scalar relativity on the computed spectroscopic constants including dipole moments was found to be quite small.59 This greatly simplifies the computational treatment of Ti@C_{28} in comparison with that of endohedral complexes with heavier tetravalent atoms.

| Table 1. Selected Components of the Static Electronic Electric Dipole Moment and (Hyper)polarizabilities (in au) of Ti@C_{28} Estimated Using the B3LYP and MP2 Methods with Various Basis Sets |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                | \(\mu_x\) | \(\alpha_{xx}\) | \(\beta_{xx}\) | \(\gamma_{xxx}\) |
| MP2/6-31G(d)   | 0.921     | 220.34           | −262.9     | 12.5 × 10^3    |
| MP2/6-31+G(d)  | 1.088     | 258.83           | 23.1       | 103.7 × 10^3   |
| B3LYP/6-31+G(d) | 1.214    | 250.88           | 38.4       | 83.3 × 10^3    |
| B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ | 1.207   | 252.73           | 52.8       | 78.2 × 10^3    |
| B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ | 1.179   | 252.56           | 55.3       | 78.0 × 10^3    |

* Electric properties were estimated from fits of finite-field calculations using the Rutishauser–Romberg approach. The MP2/6-31G(d) equilibrium geometry was assumed in all calculations.
These properties are defined in terms of a Taylor series expansion of the energy in an external electric field (using the Einstein summation notation):

\[ E(F) = E(0) - \mu_i F_i - \frac{1}{2!} \alpha_{ij} F_i F_j - \frac{1}{3!} \beta_{ijk} F_i F_j F_k + \ldots \]  

\[ E(0) \text{ is the field-independent energy, while } \mu_i, \alpha_{ij}, \beta_{ijk} \text{ and } \gamma_{ijkl} \text{ are the components of the dipole moment, polarizability, first hyperpolarizability, and second hyperpolarizability tensors, respectively. All off-diagonal tensor elements were computed using the treatment of ref 61 with a base field of 0.001 au.} \]

All diagonal property values were computed by employing the more accurate RR approach. For the latter a number of field strengths of magnitude \(2nF\) were used, where \(n\) denotes a set of consecutive integers and \(F = 0.0001\) au. We have found that the region of stability falls in the range \(F = 0.0008 - 0.0016\) au, which is why the base field 0.001 au was used for the off-diagonal elements.

For the average properties we used

\[ \overline{\alpha} = \frac{1}{3} \sum_{i=x,y,z} \alpha_{ii} \]  

\[ \overline{\beta} = \sum_{i=x,y,z} \frac{\beta_{ii}}{\mu_i} \]  

where

\[ \beta_{ii} = \frac{1}{3} \sum_{j=x,y,z} (\beta_{ij} + \beta_{ji} + \beta_{jj}) \]  

and

\[ \gamma = \frac{1}{5} \sum_{ijkl} \gamma_{ijkl} \]  

The calculated UV—vis, IR and Raman spectra were plotted utilizing the open-source GaussSum routines.  

**Vibrational Contributions to Electric Dipole (Hyper)polarizabilities.** The total (hyper)polarizability for the non-rotating molecule can be divided into two contributions:  

\[ P = P^e + P^{vib} \]  

where \(P^e\) and \(P^{vib}\) denote the electronic (including the zero-point vibrational averaging (zpva) correction) and pure vibrational properties, respectively. For the sake of simplicity we will drop the superscript “e” hereafter, unless it is necessary to distinguish electronic from vibrational contributions, and ignore the usually small zpva correction. \(P^{vib}\) can be expressed as the sum of two terms:  

\[ P^{vib} = P^{nr} + P^{vib-zpva} \]  

where \(P^{nr}\) is the nuclear relaxation contribution associated with the change in clamped nucleus electronic (without zpva) properties due to the change in equilibrium geometry induced by the field. \(P^{vib-zpva}\) (for notation see ref 64) is associated with the effect of the field-induced geometry relaxation on the corresponding zpva correction to the clamped nucleus electronic property values.  

The latter term contains all remaining vibrational contributions not included in \(P^{nr}\). It is usually smaller than the nuclear relaxation contribution and is not computed here. In the Bishop—Kirtman square bracket nomenclature the static \((\omega = 0) P^{\mu}\) properties are given by  

\[ \alpha^{\mu} = [\mu^2]_{\omega=0} \]  

\[ \beta^{\mu} = [\mu \alpha]_{\omega=0} + [\mu^3]_{\omega=0} \]  

\[ \gamma^{\mu} = [\alpha^2]_{\omega=0} + [\mu^4]_{\omega=0} + [\mu^2 \alpha]_{\omega=0} \]  

\[ + [\mu^2 \alpha]_{\omega=0} + [\mu^4]_{\omega=0} + [\mu^4]_{\omega=0} + [\mu^4]_{\omega=0} + [\mu^4]_{\omega=0} \]  

The individual terms \([\cdots]^{nm}\), where \(n\) and \(m\) denote the order of electrical anharmonicity and mechanical anharmonicity, respectively, may be computed from energy, dipole moment, and (hyper)polarizability derivatives.

The Bishop—Kirtman perturbation method, and the related nr treatment, is appropriate in the nonresonant regime wherein it is assumed that the laser optical frequencies may be neglected in comparison with electronic transition frequencies. Recently, a response formalism for computation of the terms that are thereby omitted has been presented. However, it has now been shown that these missing terms vanish at both the static and infinite optical frequency limits, which are the cases studied here.

The vibrational contributions to the (hyper)polarizabilities were computed assuming the double harmonic approximation (in which only \([\cdot]^{00}\) terms are retained in eqs 8—10). In order to make a preliminary assessment of the anharmonicity contributions to hyperpolarizability, we also used the finite-field approach proposed by Bishop, Hasan, and Kirtman and developed by Luís et al.

All vibrational contributions to the (hyper)polarizabilities were estimated within the KS-DFT approach with the BLYP, B3LYP, and CAM-B3LYP exchange-correlation functionals (as implemented in the Gaussian 09 suite of programs) and the 6-31+G(d) basis set.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Structural Properties.** \(C_{28}\). The equilibrium structure of the \(S_{A2}\) ground state of \(C_{28}\) was obtained at the ROMP2/6-31G(d) level of theory, assuming \(T_d\) symmetry and using analytical energy gradients as implemented in the GAMESS (US) package. As pointed out by Guo et al. this structure has only three symmetry-distinct bond lengths (Figure 1). \(R_1\) denotes the bond bridging the six-membered rings, \(R_2\) is the bond within six-membered rings, and \(R_3\) is the edge shared by two pentagons in the triplet of pentagons. In Table 2 we compare our results for the bond lengths with those obtained by Guo et al. at the HF/DZ level (probably UHF, though not specified). Electron correlation influences the \(C_{28}\) structure significantly. In comparison with ROHF our ROMP2 \(R_1\) and \(R_3\) bonds are somewhat shorter, while the \(R_2\) bond is elongated. For the sake of comparison we report also the corresponding UMP2 values, although these are less reliable due to high spin contamination.

\(Ti@C_{28}\). The equilibrium structure of \(Ti@C_{28}\) (see Figure 2), obtained at the RMP2/6-31G(d) level of theory, has \(C_{2v}\) symmetry. Guo et al. reported a symmetry lowering to \(C_{1v}\), but we found that the structure proposed and analyzed in their paper is, in fact, a first-order saddle point that lies 2.3 kcal/mol above the
Figure 1. Structure of C_{28} with inscribed tetrahedron indicating its T_d point group symmetry (left). On the right we plot the projection of the tetrahedron showing schematically the relevant positions of the guest atom and the corresponding point group symmetries of the endohedral complex. In the case of Ti@C_{28} the red dots correspond to C_{3v} minima, the green dots on the faces of tetrahedron indicate the C_{3v} transition states, and the blue dots represent the C_{2v} transition states.

Table 2. Structural Parameters of C_{28} (T_d)^a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>R_1</th>
<th>R_2</th>
<th>R_3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HF/DZ^b</td>
<td>1.538</td>
<td>1.397</td>
<td>1.482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROHF/6-31G(d)</td>
<td>1.511</td>
<td>1.403</td>
<td>1.475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMP2/6-31G(d)</td>
<td>1.419</td>
<td>1.407</td>
<td>1.443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMMP2/6-31G(d)</td>
<td>1.499</td>
<td>1.440</td>
<td>1.434</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^a Bond lengths, defined in Figure 1, are in Angstroms. ^b Guo et al.47

Figure 2. Structure of Ti@C_{28}. The principal symmetry axis C_3 (z) is shown in red, and the schematic QTAIM bond paths are indicated in green. See text for the discussion.

global minimum. The C_{28} cage in the complex has nine distinguishable bond lengths with the Ti atom on the C_3 axis, 2.070 Å away from the C_1 carbon. Apart from the stationary points just mentioned, there are saddle points of C_{3v} and T_d symmetry, which are reported in the Supporting Information. These are located 7.1 and 47.8 kcal/mol, respectively, above the C_{3v} global minimum (MP2/6-31G(d) estimates).

In order to explain how the different stationary points are interconnected on the potential energy surface, we would like to draw the reader’s attention to the symmetry elements of an isolated C_{28} cage shown in Figure 1. This cage has the shape of a regular tetrahedron with four carbon atoms at the vertices, and the central point (which we assume in this discussion to be the origin) has T_d symmetry. For the endohedral complex with Ti atom at the origin, our calculations indicate that this point on the potential energy surface (PES) is a third-order saddle point with triply degenerate imaginary frequencies of T_d symmetry. The three normal modes correspond to displacements of Ti along the three C_3 symmetry axes passing through the origin and bisecting two opposite edges of the tetrahedron. This stationary point is a transition state that connects six equivalent C_{3v} symmetry stationary points and lies 45.5 kcal/mol above them. We have already pointed out that the C_{2v} stationary points, in turn, are first-order transition states that connect two neighboring C_{3v} minima. There are four such minima, each of which may be generated by a displacement of the Ti atom from the origin along one of the four C_3 axes that pass through the vertex carbon atoms. In addition, there are four C_{3v} stationary positions where the Ti atom is displaced in the opposite direction along the C_3 axis. These are second-order saddle points with imaginary frequencies of e symmetry (in the C_{3v} point group), and they connect three neighboring C_{3v} minima that lie in a plane parallel to a face of the tetrahedron. The saddle point is located 7.1 kcal/mol above the minima.

Although we report only the most accurate MP2/6-31G(d) results, the location of all the stationary points and their character was confirmed via fully analytical Hessian calculations using the HF and B3LYP methods. In the case of MP2 calculations we performed either analytical or seminumerical (four point) Hessian calculations. Furthermore, we performed intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations at the HF/6-31G(d) level for all saddle points in order to determine the minimum energy paths and confirm our assignment.

Bonding Properties, Electronic Spectra, and Vibrational Spectra of Ti@C_{28}. Binding Energy and Nature of Interactions. The binding energy (BE) of the endohedral complex in the 1A_1 ground state with respect to isolated 5A_2 C_{28} and 3F_2 Ti ([Ar]d^2s^2) has been reported by Dunlap et al.51 at the LDA/VTZP level of theory and by Guo et al.47 at the HF/DZ level of theory. In the former case, the value is 258.3 kcal/mol, whereas in the latter it is 18.4 kcal/mol. This difference is remarkable, even taking into account that LDA tends to overestimate the BE contrary to the HF approximation, which usually understimates this property. Our value for the binding energy of Ti@C_{28} is 215.4 kcal/mol at the R(O)MP2/6-31G(d) level of approximation assuming McWeeny and Diercksen canonicalization parameters. When the Boys and Bernardi counterpoise correction 77 for the basis set superposition error at the equilibrium geometry is taken into account, this value is reduced to 181.3 kcal/mol, which is our best estimate.

Such a large value of BE indicates strong chemical bonding between Ti and C_{28}. In order to gain more insight into the nature of this interaction, we performed an AIM analysis (see Table 3), which is based on the topology of the electron density. 79 80 81 Our calculations were performed with the AIM2000 program 82 using the generalized MP2 electron density to characterize the four

Table 3. AIM Topological Properties (in au) of Ti⋯C Bond Critical Points in the Ti@C_{28} Endohedral Complex

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bond</th>
<th>ρ(r_{BCP})</th>
<th>V(r_{BCP})</th>
<th>G(r_{BCP})</th>
<th>H(r_{BCP})</th>
<th>ε(r_{BCP})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ti⋯C_1</td>
<td>2.069</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>0.283</td>
<td>-0.126</td>
<td>0.098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti⋯C_{2-4}</td>
<td>2.087</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>0.294</td>
<td>-0.120</td>
<td>0.097</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
bond paths formed between Ti and carbon atoms C1−C4 (indicated schematically in green in Figure 2). The Ti⋯C1 interaction differs significantly from the remaining Ti⋯C1−C4 contacts, which are identical by symmetry. The distance to C4 is shorter by about 0.02 Å, and as expected, the electron density at the bond critical point ρ(r_{BCP}) is greater (0.096 au versus 0.089 au). The larger value of the ellipticity, ε(r_{BCP}), for the C1⋯C4 bond paths implies greater distortion of the cylindrical shape of the electron density distribution, as in the case of double bonds. In fact, the magnitude of the ellipticity in this case is larger than the corresponding ε(r_{BCP}) of ethylene.

An AIM analysis allows one to classify interactions as covalent, closed shell, or somewhere in between, i.e., partially covalent, based on the Laplacian of the electron density \( \nabla^2 \rho(r_{BCP}) \) and on the total energy density at the BCP (\( H(r_{BCP}) \)). The latter is the sum of local kinetic (\( G(r_{BCP}) \)) and potential energy (\( V(r_{BCP}) \)) densities. From the positive values of \( \nabla^2 \rho(r_{BCP}) \) obtained for all Ti⋯C interactions, we conclude that the interactions are of closed shell character. However, the values of \( H(r_{BCP}) \) are slightly negative, indicating that the closed shell character is only partial and, therefore, that the four Ti⋯C interactions may be described as partially covalent in nature. The molecular graph of Ti@C28 is available in the Supporting Information.

UV–Vis, IR, and Raman Spectra of Ti@C28 and Comparison with C28H4. Theoretical studies of the excited electronic states of C28 and its endohedral complexes are scarce and usually limited to the analysis of orbital energy differences, particularly involving frontier orbitals. The most extensive analysis of the low-lying electronic states of C28 is that performed by Zhao and Pitzer. These authors carried out limited single and double spin–orbit CI calculations with improved virtual orbitals and found that, although the \( \text{A}_2 \) ground state is well represented by the HF wave function, most of the excited states have large CI mixing. To our knowledge there are no existing theoretical investigations of excited electronic states of Ti@C28 other than a single density of states calculation, nor are there any experimental UV–vis spectra of this system. The same is true of C28H4. In this work we fill that lacuna by calculating the UV–vis spectra of Ti@C28 and its simplest exohedral counterpart (C28H4) within adiabatic time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT).

A schematic spectrum for the first 200 states of Ti@C28 was determined using the BLYP, B3LYP, and CAM-B3LYP functionals and the 6-31+G(d,p) basis set at the MP2/6-31G(d) optimized geometry. The results shown in Figure 3 were obtained by convolution of the line positions with Gaussian functions assuming a full width at half-maximum of 3000 cm\(^{-1}\). Our choice of the BLYP density functional was dictated by a previous report indicating a reasonable performance of nonhybrid functionals for prediction of electronic absorption spectra of fullerenes. One should note, however, that TDDFT is applicable, in general, only to low-lying excited states that do not have appreciable double-excitation or charge-transfer character. In order to get some feeling for the effect of different functionals, we decided to compare with hybrid B3LYP and the CAM-B3LYP variant that has improved asymptotic behavior. All three functionals predict qualitatively similar spectra with the same origin of the most intense lines. However, the hybrid functionals predict that the main features will be slightly shifted toward shorter wavelength and also predict larger shifts of the less intense lines in the shoulder. Since there are no experimental data for comparison, in the following discussion we focus on the BLYP results and comment on the nature of the observed shifts.

The first excited state, which mainly involves the HOMO–LUMO transition, occurs at about 650 nm (1.909 eV). It is dipole forbidden like the majority of electronic transitions above 300 nm. The fact that the electronic spectrum is quenched in the long wavelength region is not surprising. This is, in fact, quite common in similar systems and is partially due to the high symmetry. For example, in the C60 fullerene there are sharp bands at about 213, 257, and 329 nm, but only weak features at higher wavelengths.

The most intense lines in Ti@C28 appear at about 232 and 236 nm and are of A1 and E symmetry, respectively. For the sake of analysis recall that C28 has tetrahedral symmetry with four carbon atoms at the vertices and a benzene-like hexagon of carbon atoms located at the four faces. It is convenient to adopt this tetrahedral structure as a basis for describing the molecular orbitals (MOs) of the encapsulated Ti system. A linear combination of the vertex carbon p atomic orbitals (AOs) leads to \( a_1 \) and \( t_3 \) MOs. Under reduced C3v symmetry, the latter splits into an \( a_1 \) plus an \( e \) pair. The main component of the 232 nm peak is due to a transition from the vertex p–π bonding MO of \( a_1 \) symmetry, with a significant contribution of Ti d\(_{z^2}\) to the \( \pi^* \) MO composed of carbon p–π AO on the hexagonal and pentagonal faces of C28. On the other hand, the 236 nm \( e \) transition is mainly due to excitation from the doubly degenerate vertex p–π + Ti d \( (e) \) orbitals to hexagonal \( \pi^* \) MOs of \( a_1 \) and \( a_2 \) symmetry (see Figure 3a). These \( A_1 \) and \( E \) lines are shifted toward shorter wavelength by about 20 and 35 nm in the cases of B3LYP and CAM-B3LYP, respectively. Thus, the observed shift is related to the proportion of exact exchange included in the hybrid functional (the amount of exact HF exchange in CAM-B3LYP increases throughout the long-range region). One observes also a corresponding shift of the 300 nm peak combined with a significant increase of intensity. This is mainly due to several \( E \) and \( A_1 \) symmetry transitions similar in nature to the main feature (see Supporting Information for a more detailed version of the plot).

In order to further elucidate the effect of Ti encapsulation on the electronic spectrum of the endohedral complex, we investigated, at the same level (BLYP and B3LYP), the simplest analogous closed shell exohedral system, namely tetrahedral C28H4. Our resultant schematic UV–vis spectra are shown in Figure 3b. Interestingly, they are quite similar to those of the endohedral complex. Now, however, the two most intense lines in Ti@C28 (\( A_1 + E \)) combine into a single line of \( T_2 \) symmetry with roughly the same oscillator strength as \( A_1 \) or \( E \) individually, and the line is shifted to shorter wavelength (217 and 198 nm in the cases of B3LYP and B3LYP, respectively). The main components of these transitions are due to excitations from the doubly degenerate p–π \( (e) \) orbitals located on the C–C bonds joining two hexagons to \( \pi^* \) MOs of \( T_2 \) symmetry (see Figure 3b). On the other hand, there is also a \( T_2 \) transition at 328 nm, which is largely quenched in the spectrum of the endohedral complex, and another at 295 nm corresponding to the 282 nm peak of Ti@C28 (BLYP results). Although the differences between the B3LYP and BLYP functionals are qualitatively the same as in the case of Ti@C28, we note that the wavelength shifts as well as the observed increase of intensity are more pronounced for C28H4. Indeed, a comparison of the theoretical spectra of the endohedral and exohedral species indicates that the main effect associated with encapsulation of the Ti atom is the small red shift of the main feature and the associated increase of its intensity by roughly 20%. The latter arises mainly from an increased number of allowed, small intensity transitions due to the lowered
symmetry. Unfortunately, there are no experimental data available for comparison.

Besides the electronic spectra we have also estimated the spectral frequencies, as well as IR and Raman intensities for the fundamental vibrations of Ti@C\textsubscript{28} and C\textsubscript{28}H\textsubscript{4}. These calculations were done using the B3LYP and CAM-B3LYP functionals with the 6-31+G(d) basis set. The resulting spectra, obtained by convolution of the line positions with Lorentzian curves assuming a full width at half-maximum of 10 cm\textsuperscript{-1}, are shown in Figure 4.

Our numerical values as well as an assignment of the symmetry species of the corresponding vibrations can be found in the Supporting Information.

An extensive assessment of different DFT functionals for the prediction of vibrational frequencies, IR intensities, and Raman activities of 122 molecules has been carried out by Jiménez-Hoyos et al.\textsuperscript{88} They found that B3LYP and, to a slightly lesser extent, CAM-B3LYP performed very well for these quantities, if basis sets containing polarization and diffuse functions were
employed, and the usual scaling factors were used for the harmonic frequencies. The good performance of B3LYP for IR intensities\(^8\) and Raman activities\(^9\) in comparison with high-level ab initio results has also been reported by Halls and Schlegel. Thus, we may assume that the results reported here are reasonably accurate.

The B3LYP and CAM-B3LYP harmonic frequencies for Ti@C\(_{28}\) are in good agreement. The root-mean-square (rms) deviation between the unscaled frequencies is 27.8 cm\(^{-1}\) (the corresponding average absolute deviation of CAM-B3LYP with respect to B3LYP is 1.5%) with a maximum absolute difference (MAD) of 44.6 cm\(^{-1}\). (The rms deviation was computed, as in ref 88, between symmetry-matched modes and degenerate modes were counted only once.) For C\(_{28}\)H\(_4\), the rms deviation is quite similar, namely 27.2 cm\(^{-1}\) (2.1%), with a MAD of 53.9 cm\(^{-1}\). Generally, the discrepancies are larger at higher frequencies.

In the C\(_{3v}\) point group of Ti@C\(_{28}\) the modes of a\(_1\) and e symmetry are both Raman and IR allowed. At the DFT level, the largest IR intensities are carried by the two high-frequency modes of e symmetry at 1357 and 1396 cm\(^{-1}\) (1399 and 1437 cm\(^{-1}\)) at the B3LYP (CAM-B3LYP) levels. In addition, a cluster of four average intensity modes is found in the range 780–830 cm\(^{-1}\).
The mode of lowest frequency, which occurs at 118 (108) cm\(^{-1}\) and has \(e\) symmetry, may be described as a “rattling” of the Ti atom in the cage. It carries a fairly large IR intensity of 12.2 (14.6) km/mol, which is roughly the same as the intensity of the modes at 780–830 (765–852) cm\(^{-1}\). For \(C_{28}H_4\), only modes of \(t_2\) symmetry are IR allowed, leading to a comparatively simple spectrum with the two strongest peaks at 674 (677) and 787 (806) cm\(^{-1}\).

By far the strongest Raman active vibration of Ti@\(C_{28}\) is the cage breathing mode of \(a_1\) symmetry that occurs at 726 (745) cm\(^{-1}\) in the B3LYP (CAM-B3LYP) calculation. The corresponding \(a_1\) mode of \(C_{28}H_4\) is shifted to 683 (699) cm\(^{-1}\). Next most intense for Ti@\(C_{28}\) (about 3.5 times weaker) is another \(a_1\) mode at 979 (1008) cm\(^{-1}\). The corresponding \(a_1\) mode of \(C_{28}H_4\) is shifted to higher frequencies: 1175 (1212) cm\(^{-1}\) with a significant increase of Raman activity (nearly 4 times). One should note, however, that the Raman spectrum of \(C_{28}H_4\) is dominated by the nearly degenerate \(t_2\) and \(a_1\) hydrogen stretching frequencies at 3060 (\(\sim\)3100) cm\(^{-1}\).

As far as the vibrational contribution to the electric properties of Ti@\(C_{28}\) is concerned, the most relevant difference between the endohedral and exohedral species is the low-frequency degenerate \(e\) symmetry vibration of the former associated with large displacements of Ti within the cage, even though the Raman activity of this mode is quite weak (see below).

Clamped Nucleus Electronic Contributions to Electrical Properties of Ti@\(C_{28}\). The coordinate system employed for electrical property calculations of the Ti@\(C_{28}\) complex in \(C_{3v}\) symmetry is shown in Figures 2 and 5 (the Cartesian coordinates are provided in the Supporting Information). The \(z\)-axis is collinear with the principal \(C_3\) symmetry axis, and the Ti atom is at a distance of 0.4579 Å from an origin placed at the center of nuclear charge (or 0.4533 Å from the center of mass). This equilibrium geometry is in good agreement with the results of Dunlap et al.\(^{93}\)

In Table 4 we present the diagonal components of the static electronic dipole moment and linear polarizability, as well as the first and second hyperpolarizabilities of \(C_{28}\), \(C_{28}H_4\), and Ti@\(C_{28}\) at the equilibrium geometry. Except, perhaps, for the linear polarizability we see that electron correlation, estimated at the MP2 level, often has a significant effect on the computed property. For \(C_{28}\) two structures were investigated. The first is the true equilibrium \(T_d\) structure, while the second is the geometry this moiety assumes in the Ti@\(C_{28}\) endohedral complex of \(C_{3v}\) symmetry. The reduction in symmetry for the latter leads to a nonzero average first hyperpolarizability. It also leads to an increase in the diagonal components of \(\gamma\) (ROMP2 level). (Note that \(\beta_{xxx} = 0\) is not a consequence of symmetry but rather of the (arbitrary) choice for the direction of the \(x\)-axis.)

Whereas encapsulation of Ti into the \(C_{3v}\) configuration of \(C_{28}\) leads to a small change in the linear polarizability, there is a large reduction in the magnitude of the hyperpolarizabilities (MP2 level). This has been rationalized in other cases by invoking the orbital contraction (compression) effect.\(^ {91–94}\) On the other hand, we prefer an explanation based on the bonding interaction, and consequent localization, involving the four unpaired electrons within the \(C_{28}\) cage. A comparison with \(C_{28}H_4\) indicates that similar behavior is observed even though there can be no compression effect in that case.

Vibrational Contributions to Electrical Properties of Ti@\(C_{28}\). In Table 5 we present several of the square bracket double harmonic vibrational contributions to the static (hyper)polarizabilities of Ti@\(C_{28}\). The static electronic (hyper)polarizabilities are also included for comparison purposes. The values of the electronic properties obtained at the RHF level differ from those in Table 4 because different structures were used for the calculations. That is, the RMP2/6-31G(d) geometry was used for the data of Table 4, while the properties in Table 5 were calculated using geometries optimized at the same level of theory as the property calculations. This is necessary in order to correctly evaluate the vibrational (hyper)polarizabilities.
The data in Table 5 reveal some significant scatter among the various methods used to calculate the double harmonic vibrational terms. It is not straightforward to attribute the differences in DFT values to a specific feature of the exchange-correlation (xc) potential, particularly when the choice of basis set is as important as it is here. However, it is noticeable that for $\mu^2$ and $\gamma^\alpha\beta\gamma\delta$ the BLYP/6-31+G(d) and B3LYP/6-31+G(d) values are quite close to one another but differ substantially from the corresponding CAM-B3LYP value. On the basis of other systems,93 one might expect the CAM-B3LYP functional to be the preferred choice, but that is by no means definitive. Our results do suggest that, for these properties (and this system), the treatment of long-range exchange is important. On the other hand, the $\alpha_{xx}$ term is, surprisingly, almost independent of the xc functional.

For the first hyperpolarizability the double harmonic vibrational contribution to the average value (6-31+G(d) basis set) is much larger than the static electronic term. The largest contributions to $\gamma^\alpha\beta\gamma\delta$ are due to the $xx$, $xx$, and $yy$ components which, in turn, are dominated by the lowest-frequency degenerate pair of $e$ symmetry vibrations shown in Figure 5. For instance, the B3LYP/6-31+G(d) value for the tensor element $\gamma^\alpha\beta\gamma\delta$ is 149 au while the corresponding contribution from the $e$ symmetry pair (at 120 cm$^{-1}$) is 147 au. On the other hand, the largest contribution to $\gamma^\alpha\beta\gamma\delta$ is due to the $yy$ component (the B3LYP/6-31+G(d) value is $\gamma^{yy}$ 1), which is also largely determined by the two components of the $e$ symmetry pair (the corresponding contribution to $\gamma^{yy}$ is $\gamma^{yy}$ 280 au). The $e$ vibration in question involves a particularly large displacement of the Ti atom with respect to the cage in the $xy$ plane (in Figure 5 the two components have arbitrarily been oriented in the $x$ and $y$ directions). The potential energy surface for these modes is very shallow. To illustrate that point, the B3LYP/6-31+G(d) energy profile for normal mode displacements of the $e$ symmetry vibration is contrasted in Figure 6 with that of the $v_3(a_1)$ mode of frequency 394 cm$^{-1}$. The latter was chosen for this purpose because the normal mode displacements of the Ti atom (in this case along the $C_2$ axis) are also large.

In comparison with IR and Raman vibrational intensities, the double harmonic expressions for vibrational (hyper)polarizabilities contain an additional weighting factor of (frequency)$^{-2}$. That is why the vibrational modes corresponding to intense spectral features present in Figure 4 make relatively minor contributions to the double harmonic vibrational hyperpolarizabilities. It also explains why the 120 cm$^{-1} e$ symmetry mode can make the dominant

### Table 4. Static Diagonal Components of the Electronic Electric Dipole Moment and (Hyper)polarizabilities (in au) of Ti@C$_{28}$, C$_{28}$H$_4$, and Two Structures of C$_{28}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ti@C$_{28}$ ($\nu_0$)</th>
<th>C$_{28}$ ($\nu_0$)</th>
<th>C$_{28}$ (Td)</th>
<th>C$_{28}$H$_4$ (Td)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_x$</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_y$</td>
<td>1.612</td>
<td>1.088</td>
<td>$-0.009$</td>
<td>$-0.055$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_{xx}$</td>
<td>267.20</td>
<td>275.96</td>
<td>254.92</td>
<td>277.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_{yy}$</td>
<td>245.81</td>
<td>258.83</td>
<td>258.94</td>
<td>281.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{xx}$</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma^\alpha\beta\gamma\delta$</td>
<td>$-33.9$</td>
<td>$-126.6$</td>
<td>$-40.6$</td>
<td>$-192.0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma^{xx}$</td>
<td>117.3</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>$-92.0$</td>
<td>$-588.4$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ For the systems studied, and axes as defined, $\mu_x = \mu_e$, $\alpha_{xx} = \alpha_e$, and $\gamma^{xx} = \gamma^{xx}$. These values were estimated using the Rutishauser–Romberg procedure and 6-31+G(dp) basis set. $^b$ Carbon cage geometry corresponding to rigid removal of Ti from Ti@C$_{28}$.

### Table 5. Static Electronic and Double Harmonic Vibrational Terms That Contribute to the (Hyper)polarizability of Ti@C$_{28}$ (in au), As Calculated by the RHF and Several DFT Methods Using the 6-31+G(d) and 6-31G(d) (Values in Square Brackets) Basis Sets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BLYP</th>
<th>B3LYP</th>
<th>CAM-B3LYP</th>
<th>RHF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_{xx}$</td>
<td>272.0</td>
<td>264.4</td>
<td>258.7</td>
<td>258.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_{yy}$</td>
<td>259.9</td>
<td>250.0</td>
<td>241.8</td>
<td>238.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_{zz}$</td>
<td>267.9</td>
<td>259.6</td>
<td>253.1</td>
<td>251.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_{100}$</td>
<td>[229.1]</td>
<td>[223.6]</td>
<td>[218.3]</td>
<td>[216.6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_{010}$</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_{001}$</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>40.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{xx}$</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{yy}$</td>
<td>$-71.2$</td>
<td>$-65.7$</td>
<td>$-66.6$</td>
<td>$-66.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{zz}$</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>61.3</td>
<td>98.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta^e$</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>$-10.4$</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma^{xx}$</td>
<td>$-360.6$</td>
<td>$-347.2$</td>
<td>$-333.5$</td>
<td>$-345.1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma^{yy}$</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma^{zz}$</td>
<td>$-273.5$</td>
<td>$-341.4$</td>
<td>$-448.5$</td>
<td>$-673.0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma^{100}$</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>27.4</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>69.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma^{010}$</td>
<td>196.2</td>
<td>195.3</td>
<td>275.9</td>
<td>175.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma^{001}$</td>
<td>[223.9]</td>
<td>[277.0]</td>
<td>[417.6]</td>
<td>[438.6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma^{110}$</td>
<td>$110 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$98 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$85 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$94 \times 10^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma^{101}$</td>
<td>$92 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$81 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$70 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$74 \times 10^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma^{011}$</td>
<td>$103 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$91 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$79 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$87 \times 10^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma^{000}$</td>
<td>[6 $\times 10^3$]</td>
<td>[6 $\times 10^3$]</td>
<td>[5 $\times 10^3$]</td>
<td>[7 $\times 10^3$]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma^{100}$</td>
<td>$24 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$23 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$22 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$23 \times 10^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma^{010}$</td>
<td>$18 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$16 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$14 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$14 \times 10^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma^{001}$</td>
<td>$21 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$19 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$19 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$19 \times 10^3$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ For the systems studied, and the definition of axes, $\alpha_{xx} = \alpha_{xx} = \alpha_{xx}$, $\gamma^{xx} = \gamma^{xx}$, and $\gamma^{yy} = \gamma^{yy}$. All calculations in this table were performed at the geometry obtained from the corresponding quantum chemical method.
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Figure 6. Variation of B3LYP/6-31+G(d) energy for Ti@C28 as a function of the displacement of atoms from the equilibrium geometry along the selected low-frequency normal modes characterized by large amplitudes of Ti atom motions along the principal symmetry axis (ν3(a1), red) and in the perpendicular xy plane (doubly degenerate ν1(e), blue).

Figure 6. Variation of B3LYP/6-31+G(d) energy for Ti@C28 as a function of the displacement of atoms from the equilibrium geometry along the selected low-frequency normal modes characterized by large amplitudes of Ti atom motions along the principal symmetry axis (ν3(a1), red) and in the perpendicular xy plane (doubly degenerate ν1(e), blue).

tribution to the first hyperpolarizability despite its very small Raman activity (0.6 Å4/amu) and why the 394 cm⁻¹ a1 symmetry vibration is not more important, even though the corresponding product of IR intensity (2.8 km/mol) and Raman activity (9.6 Å4/amu) is larger. It is reasonable to assume that the low-frequency modes that dominate the double harmonic term will also make large anharmonicity contributions. Indeed, we have computed the double harmonic contribution to the components of the static linear polarizability (HF, DFT, R(O)MP2). An exploration of the Li@C60 PES, as done here for Ti@C28, is feasible at the moment for several reasons: (i) a more extensive treatment of anharmonicity, which is a consequence of the flat PES landscape of Ti@C28, suggests that the complete vibrational contribution to γ may be far larger than the double harmonic (α2) term.

In addition to nuclear relaxation there is a pure vibrational contribution to the (hyper)polarizabilities that arises from higher order anharmonic effects, which is known as the c-zpva term. Once the shape of the PES with its four equivalent minima must be explicitly taken into account. Some of us have developed a new procedure for obtaining the c-zpva contribution in molecules with double minima, and we are currently working on the generalization to n equivalent minima. When that is done we plan to apply the new procedure to Ti@C28.

It is of interest to compare the results found here with those obtained recently for Li@C60. In both cases the double harmonic vibrational contribution to the static linear polarizability is small compared to the pure electronic term. On the other hand, for Li@C60 the nuclear relaxation contributions to the static first and second hyperpolarizabilities are quite large. This is consistent with what we have found for the static first hyperpolarizability of Ti@C28. For the second hyperpolarizability only the [α2]10th double harmonic term has been evaluated here. Although a more thorough comparison of the two endohedral fullerenes is desirable, it is beyond the scope of this paper and, indeed, is not feasible at the moment for several reasons: (i) a more extensive exploration of the Li@C60 PES, as done here for Ti@C28, is required; (ii) the level of theory applied thus far is different in the two cases; (iii) a more complete treatment of anharmonicity, taking into account the c-zpva contribution, should be included.

CONCLUSIONS

We have determined the structure, dipole moment, and (hyper)polarizabilities of C28 and Ti@C28 at various levels of approximation (HF, DFT, R(O)MP2). An “atoms in molecules” analysis of the interaction between the embedded Ti atom and the C28 cage was carried out and the UV–vis, IR, and Raman spectra were calculated for this endohedral fullerene. In addition, both electronic and (double harmonic) vibrational contributions to the static polarizability and hyperpolarizabilities were evaluated.

The major findings of the present work are as follows. Encapsulation of Ti in C28 lowers the symmetry from Td to C3v. There are transition states of C2v and C1h symmetry connecting the four equivalent minima that lie 2.3 and 7.1 kcal/mol, respectively, above the global minimum in MP2/6-31G(d) calculations. The position at the center of the cage is a third-order transition state. It connects the six C3v stationary points and lies 45.5 kcal/mol above them at the same MP2/6-31G(d) level of treatment. Our calculations confirm previous reports indicating that the endohedral complex is very stable: a binding energy of 181.3 kcal/mol is found for Ti@C28 at the ROMP2/6-31G(d)
The reduced symmetry of the fullerene cage due to encapsulation causes an increase in the diagonal components of the static electronic linear polarizability and second hyperpolarizability as well as nonzero values for the dipole moment and first hyperpolarizability. On the other hand, introduction of the Ti atom leads to localized bonding interactions and a consequent comparable or larger reduction in most cases for electrical properties other than the dipole moment.

Our preliminary B3LYP/6-31+G(d) calculations reveal that, in the double harmonic approximation, the static vibrational average first hyperpolarizability is much (5 times) larger than its electronic counterpart. When anharmonicity is considered, the corresponding nuclear relaxation contribution to the major component is much larger than the double harmonic term (6 times). Otherwise, our calculations indicate that the double harmonic vibrational linear polarizability is relatively small compared to its pure electronic counterpart as is the vibrational linear polarizability. On the other hand, introduction of the Ti atom leads to a partially covalent closed shell interaction. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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